
ISSUES AND CRITICAL THINKING:
Prior to viewing this DVD, students should have some

understanding of the following.

The Structure of Matter

Heating and cooling causes changes in the properties of

materials. Many kinds of changes occur faster under

hotter conditions.

When a new material is made by combining two or more

materials, it has properties that are different from the

original materials. For that reason, a lot of diff e re n t

materials can be made from a small number of basic

kinds of materials.

The atoms of any element are alike but are different from

atoms of other elements. Atoms may stick together in well-

defined molecules or may be packed together in large

a rrays. Diff e rent arrangements of atoms into gro u p s

compose all substances.

Atoms and molecules are perpetually in motion. Increased

temperature means greater average energy. In solids, the

atoms are closely locked in position and can only vibrate.

In liquids, the atoms or molecules have higher energy, are

more loosely connected, and can slide past one another.

In gases, the atoms or molecules have still more energy

and are free of one another except during occasional

collisions.

Though still held closely together, their atoms are free to

tumble over each other, allowing liquids to take on the

shape of the container they are in. Liquids can also not be

compressed. Unlike solids and liquids, gases can fill a

container of any size or shape. However, because the

particles are so spread out, gases can be compressed.

The difference between states of matter has to do with

energy. The atoms in liquids have more energy than the

atoms in solids, and the atoms in gases have more energy

still. By adding energy we can turn solids into liquids,

allowing the atoms to break free of the fixed arrangement

and move around. Experiments demonstrate how different

materials can have different melting and freezing points as

solids become liquids and vice versa.

Liquids can be turned into gases by evaporation or by

boiling. When enough heat is added, the particles gain

e n e rgy and the liquid becomes a gas. The drop of water in

p o p c o rn that suddenly explodes into gas is used to

demonstrate this.  Other demonstrations show how diff e re n t

liquids boil at diff e rent temperature including liquid nitro g e n

so that the air inside condenses.  

Not all substances are clearly solids, liquids, or gases.

Most are mixtures.  We find mixtures everywhere, even in

our kitchens.  Whipped cream, for instance is made up of

tiny solids and pockets of gas suspended in a liquid.

Another type of mixture, solutions, is discussed.  By illus-

tration, we see how suspended particles are filtered out of

seawater and how, when the filtered water is heated, salts

are left behind. 

SYNOPISIS:
Anything that takes up space or has mass is matter.  And,

all forms of matter, elements or compounds, have specific

chemical and physical properties.  Under the right condi-

tions, matter can occur as a solid, liquid, gas, or plasma.

When it is heated or cooled it can change state, going from

solid to liquid, liquid to solid, or even solid to gas.

This program looks at the three most common states of

matter- solid, liquid, and gas- showing how physical forces

cause state changes at boiling, melting, freezing and dew

points.  It also demonstrates how different states of matter

can be combined in suspensions and solutions, and how

such mixtures can be taken apart. 

PROGRAM OVERVIEW:
Unlike a physical change, a chemical change alters the

way a substance behaves, turning it into something com-

pletely different. But, an element or compound can move

from state to state and still be the same substance.

This re p o rt explores the diff e rences between solids,

liquids, and gases. Solids hold their shapes because their

atoms are packed closely together in a fixed arrangement.

The atoms of solids cannot be compressed any further.

Liquids, on the other hand, don’t have a definite shape.

CURRICULUM UNITS:
Chemistry

Physical Science

Physics

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
Chemical Engineer

Chemist 

Inventor

Materials Scientist
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GLOSSARY:
BOILING POINT- Temperature at which a solid turns to gas.

CONDENSE- To reduce the volume of something.

DEW POINT- The temperature at which air becomes

saturated and produces dew.

EVAPORATE- To convert or change into a vapor.

FILTER- A porous substance through which a liquid or a gas

is passed to remove suspended matter.

FREEZING POINT- The temperature at which a liquid turns

into a solid.

MELTING POINT- Temperature at which a solid turns into a

liquid.

MIXTURE- The composition of two or more substances that

are not chemically bound to each other.

SOLUTION- The state of being dissolved.

STATE- A condition of being in a stage or form.

S U S P E N S I O N - A relatively coarse dispersion of solid

particles in a liquid.

WATER VA P O R - Water diffused as a vapor in the

atmosphere, at a temperature below the boiling point.

CRITICAL THINKING EXERCISES:
After showing the DVD ask your students the following:

What are the states of matter?

What makes solids, liquids, and gases behave differently?

What is the difference between the melting point and the

freezing point?

What is the difference between the boiling point and the

dew point?

How does the solution combine solids and liquids?

Discuss the hydraulic brakes and why liquid is used rather

than gas.

Discuss the diff e rence between physical change and

chemical change.

Discuss water as the universal solvent and what that

means.

Have students research different ways of purifying water.

Have students create food mixtures in class, and discuss

the physical forces that could be used to take them apart.

Have students research the salt composition of the Atlantic

Ocean and the Dead Sea.  Make up these mixtures and

then see how buoyancy is affected.

Refer to the appendix of your Physical Science or

Chemistry textbook and look up the buoyancy of three dif-

ferent compounds.
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